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M A T T H E W G . P R E B L E

Growth Hacking at Bazaart (A)

In June 2014, Gili Golander, cofounder and chief marketing officer of Bazaart, paced the four-
person startup’s office in Tel Aviv, Israel. Bazaart’s sole product was its eponymous collaborative
photo-editing application (app) for mobile devices that allowed users to create and share photo
collages (see Exhibit 1 for images). The startup had just achieved its millionth download, and the
founders attributed much of this success to the “growth hacking” techniques it employed to generate
these downloads, such as targeting influential technology media reporters and translating the app’s
text and functions into multiple languages, all at virtually no external cost. These efforts were
essential, as the startup had little money to spend on traditional marketing. Since Bazaart’s launch in
early 2012, the founders had raised just $100,000, including $25,000 received from a startup
accelerator.

The company needed additional capital to fund its ambitions, but finding investors was
challenging. The competitive nature of the photo-app space and its relatively low barriers to entry
made investors nervous. For some investors, it was unclear how Bazaart—and apps in general—
would make money. Should the company consider making adjustments to become more attractive to
potential funders—for example, putting a greater emphasis on monetization or moving to the United
States? Some team members were pushing to monetize the app as soon as possible—through in-app
purchases or other means to get paying customers—while others wanted to focus purely on growing
the number of users. But would growth hacking get Bazaart to scale?

Golander and the founding team had made many sacrifices over the preceding two years and were
determined to convert their early victories into a greater success. But time and resources were running
out. Golander stepped into the coworking space next door to join her other cofounders—Stas
Goferman, Uri Kogan, and Dror Yaffe—to discuss their options.

Photoshop for the Masses
Bazaart was an app that users downloaded for free to their smartphone or tablet devices. Users

selected photos directly from their iPhones or social media accounts (e.g., Instagram or Facebook) and
imported them into Bazaart.1 The company’s proprietary technology, CanvasEngine, allowed users to
edit and share high-quality photos on par with the leading photo-editing software, but it was much
simpler for users to engage with. Although sophisticated editing software and apps such as
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Adobe’s Photoshop product line or Pixelmator were already available, these products were designed
for professional users and typically cost money to download and use. “Bazaart is for amateur
creatives who shoot with their iPhones,” Goferman said; the company viewed itself as a “Photoshop
for the Masses.”2 One user shared her experience:

Usually [building a photo collage] is very difficult because removing an element from
a background can be difficult. . . . Bazaart is the best I’ve seen at this task. I took a picture
I had of my parrot, tapped on him, and Bazaart figured out how to grab the image, [and]
then let me put it in the foreground of an image from the desert. . . . It was quick, clean
and easy, and if you need to manually clean things up you can do that too.3

Competitive Landscape
There were many apps that let users create and share photos, in large part because of an expressed

consumer desire to do so. In one survey of teenagers aged 12 to 17 who actively used apps, 34% said
they used a photo app every day, while just 19% did not use them at all.4 “More than 250 billion
photos have been uploaded to Facebook, and more than 350 million photos are uploaded every day
on average,” remarked one commenter.5 Instagram users uploaded and shared some 60 million
photos per day.6 An estimated 400 million photos were shared daily on Snapchat, an app where users
sent photos that disappeared a few seconds after being opened.7 However, these apps offered little, if
any, functionality to create entirely new images and collages.

Users turned to other apps for editing purposes, such as Snapseed, a onetime “iPad App of the
Year” award winner, which counted 9 million users in September 2012 when it was purchased by
Google.8 PicsArt Photo Studio was available on both Android and iOS devices, had been downloaded
100 million times, and had 30 million monthly active users (MAUs).9 The app had a social component
used by 11 million people.10 The app’s developer offered a free version (supported by advertisements)
and a version without advertising for a onetime fee of $5.95.11 PicCollage had been downloaded 35
million times as of August 2013 when it closed a $2.3 million funding round.12 Most PicCollage users
were women (85%), and the company offered in-app purchases.13 Other photo- editing apps included
Pixlr Express, PicLab HD, Photoristic HD, Photoshop Touch, Photoshop Express, and Retromatic,
though not all of them were available on all devices or operating systems.14

Although the market was crowded, Bazaart saw an opportunity to stand out by combining the
social aspect of photo-sharing apps with the tools of photo-editing apps. The team wanted its app to
be all inclusive: “Most of these apps target teens, but Bazaart is for everyone. We don’t want to limit
ourselves by just going after one group of users,” Golander said. “This goes hand in hand with our
vision to allow as many people as possible to enhance their creativity,” Goferman elaborated. The
team also saw value in its database of reusable content—images that everyone was welcome to use.

Entrepreneurship in Israel
Israel was a young nation that immigrants had flocked to from around the world since its

founding in 1948. Even in the twenty-first century, over a quarter of Israel’s population was
immigrants.15 This gave Israel strong social and economic ties to many other countries, particularly
the U.S. and in Europe. Most Israelis spoke English, and as the country’s Ministry of Tourism noted,
“[a]lmost every highway and street sign is in English as well as Hebrew (and Arabic), and English
language newspapers, magazine and books are available everywhere.”16 French, Russian, and Spanish
were also widely understood.17
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Israel had long-standing political ties to the U.S.18 Nearly 28% of Israel’s exports went to the U.S.,
and 12% of its imports came from the U.S.19 Other important trading partners included China and
Europe.20 The European Union stated that together, its member states “[account] for about [one-third]
of Israel’s total trade.”21 The Israeli workforce was highly educated, with 46% of the population aged
25 to 64 having a tertiary-level education (such as a university or college degree).22 Two Israeli
universities—the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Tel Aviv University—were ranked among the
world’s 200 best for the 2013–2014 academic year.23 The Technion Israel Institute of Technology was
ranked among the world’s best universities for engineering and technology.24

Israel had a vibrant startup and high-tech scene despite being a small, geographically isolated
country of only 7.8 million people.25 The area around Tel Aviv was informally called “Silicon Wadi”
(wadi was an Arabic term for a riverbed or valley), a play on the U.S.’s tech-hub of Silicon Valley.26 “In
both places corporate hierarchies are despised, risk-taking is rewarded and failure tolerated,” noted
one observer.27 In one ranking report, Tel Aviv was named as having the second-best “startup
ecosystem” in the world in 2012 behind Silicon Valley.28 Established firms such as Apple (via
acquisitions), Cisco, EMC, Google, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft also had a strong presence in Israel.29

“’Intel Inside’? That inside is made in Israel by Intel Israel,” one commenter said.30

Observers offered some reasons why Israelis were suited to startups, one of which was the
exposure to technology that many Israelis received during their mandatory military service.31 This
resulted in a steady stream of young, well-trained engineers and computer scientists into the private
sector.32 Others pointed to Israelis’ comfort with risk, given that the country had many enemies who
sought to destroy it. As one Israeli venture capitalist explained, “The risk of starting a company
relative to that existential threat doesn’t compute.”33

There were 4,800 startups in Israel in mid-2013 compared to the 3,442 startups based in the San
Francisco area in 2011.34 Israeli startups attracted interest from major tech firms, as exemplified by
Google’s decision to buy Israeli-based Waze, a traffic and navigation mobile technology company, for
$1 billion in 2013.35 In 2013, some 650 of the country’s startups received roughly $2.2 billion in total
investments, which one entrepreneur noted was “more than all the venture capital money invested in
European technology companies.”36

However, raising money was a challenge for some startups.37 “You’re seeing an increased interest
[among U.S. investors]a in funding Israeli startups, and at a certain phase investors will recommend
that the company move to the U.S.,” one entrepreneur said.38 Others saw the lack of abundant funding
as a benefit, as it led to “leaner, more resourceful companies. And when entrepreneurs do seek
outside funding, they’re better developed with more complete products, giving them more bargaining
power.”39 Many startups did not stay independent long enough to grow to scale, as a number of
entrepreneurs sold their companies early on; for example, “[w]hen word first surfaced that Facebook
was considering buying the Israeli start-up Onavo, the takeover looked set to follow a familiar script:
local company with killer app cashes in and sells out to the Americans, then vanishes from the scene,”
one reporter noted.40 The obstacles to scaling Israeli startups were similar to the obstacles in other
startup ecosystems outside of Silicon Valley: a dearth of experienced managers, difficulty in accessing
large-scale capital to fuel growth, and a willingness to sell early.41

a Brackets were in the original text.
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Integrating Art and Technology
Golander, a user experience designer and trend researcher, was working as the fashion editor of an

Israeli magazine in early 2012 when she first met Goferman, Kogan, and Yaffe, all of whom were
already working on the technology that became Bazaart. “We shared mutual friends and all three
came to my house one day. We started talking and I found that they shared my desire to better
integrate art and technology,” Golander said. Goferman and Kogan were longtime friends, and
Goferman and Yaffe had served together in the military. All three had deep technological
competencies and started working together in June 2011. Their first two efforts leveraged the
Facebook platform: the first product was a social music app that gained traction with a number of
Israeli radio stations; the second was Kululu, a social video discovery and publishing tool. The team
moved on from this product, despite good customer adoption, because it was not a platform of its
own and was too dependent on Facebook, thus limiting its growth potential.

Goferman, Kogan, and Yaffe shared their idea with Golander for an app that enabled users to
make outfits from different fashion photos. Goferman had been researching automatic collage
creation and developed algorithms and technology in this field. Golander was intrigued, and the four
started working together in February 2012 on the idea that would become Bazaart, so named because
it was envisioned as a “bazaar of art.” The original concept was a personal fashion catalog delivered
in an iPad tablet app. Users would connect with one another to share creations and, potentially, with
retailers’ websites to buy pieces of the outfit.

The Bazaart team believed that its product offered a fashion experience not possible through mass-
market fashion catalogs or their online counterparts. The original idea was to create a daily fashion
catalog for each user that became more customized over time as the app learned a user’s preferences.
Bazaart’s target market was technologically sophisticated women ages 18 to 40. The team planned on
contacting fashion bloggers to generate publicity and serve as the company’s marketing arm.

The team learned about a unique opportunity as they brainstormed what they wanted Bazaart to
be. The New York City–based startup accelerator DreamIt Ventures had just developed an application
process specifically for Israeli entrepreneurs to secure 5 of 15 spots in the firm’s programs. The next
program ran from May through August, during which time participants would work out of DreamIt
Ventures’ office, refine their product or service offering, network, be mentored by DreamIt Ventures’
partners and affiliated mentors, and speak with potential investors.42 Spending time in New York City
would allow the team to reach out to the fashion brands, fashion-focused investors, and fellow
fashion-technology startups based in the city. The team thought through what their product was,
assembled a prototype, and submitted an application (see Exhibit 2 for the application).

Bazaart passed the initial screening round and met with the firm’s Israeli managing director for an
interview, with one of DreamIt Ventures’ partners attending via Skype. The team was then
interviewed (also via Skype) by two other DreamIt Venture partners, including one of the firm’s
founders. In April 2012, the team got word that Bazaart had been admitted. “I believe there were
around 600 to 700 total applicants to this program, of which 15 were chosen,” Golander recalled.
DreamIt Ventures provided Bazaart with $25,000 in return for 9% of its equity.

Although Golander had three young children and her husband was an entrepreneur working on
another startup, she felt it was important for her to attend the program. Kogan, who also had a young
child, and Golander decided to fly back and forth to Israel every few weeks, while Goferman and
Yaffe moved to New York City for the duration of the program.
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Startup Accelerators

Startup accelerators were designed to help entrepreneurs quickly turn ideas into companies—or
startups into functioning businesses—by giving them a place to work, a small amount of funding, and
access to legal assistance, investors, and mentorship opportunities.43 “They also perform a crucial
function in the startup supply chain: picking the teams and ideas that are most likely to succeed and
serving them up to investors,” said one observer.44 Accelerators received a share of the equity in each
participating company.45

There were as many as 2,000 accelerators worldwide.46 Some companies—Barclays, Disney, Nike,
and Sprint among them—had started their own accelerators.47,b Two of the most prominent
accelerators were Y Combinator and Techstars.48 Y Combinator’s companies had raised a combined
$1.6 billion after finishing the program, and Techstars’s companies raised nearly $432 million.49

Airbnb, Dropbox, and Reddit all got their starts at Y Combinator.50 Of Techstars’s 417 companies, 77%
were still operating, nearly 12% had been acquired, and 11% had failed.51 Among the mentors
available via Techstars were the CEO of Twitter, a cofounder of Birchbox, and a cofounder of Warby
Parker.52 Admission to these programs was selective: Techstars’s acceptance rate was around 1%.53

Two academics who studied accelerators and their participants found that within one year of
completing a program, a mean of 41% received $350,000 or more in funding. By the end of 2011, a
mean of 4% of those that completed a program either sold or executed initial public offerings of at
least $1 million.54 The same academics also found that 90% of accelerator participants would go
through their program again.55

Life after an accelerator could be difficult. “Know this: the moment following demo day, you’re a
has-been. It’s hard to imagine when you’re in it and the center of attention of the startup community,
but soon there will be a next batch. The value of your time in an accelerator is multiplied ten-fold,”
said one entrepreneur who had participated in two programs.56 “During the incubator program or at
demo day, start-ups can expect a flood of funding. However after this initial phase, I see too many
companies struggle with continuing the flow of funds,” noted another entrepreneur.57 “Begin
fundraising on day 1. [Emphasis in original.] That’s hard, of course, if you’re still fleshing out just
what your product is. But if you hope to have any kind of commitments come graduation, you best
start early,” advised another accelerator graduate.58

Developing the First Iteration and Gaining Traction

Bazaart did not have a functioning product upon arriving in New York. The team had built a basic
prototype by taking one fashion blogger’s designs and making interactive collages, but that was the
extent of the app’s functionality. The team had three months before demo day.59 “This was a tough
deadline, and we still had to decide what our product was and build it,” Golander recalled.

The team met with potential investors and a mentor experienced in the fashion and finance
industries. However, most of the team’s time was focused on creating the product. “Since our
company was at such a young age, it was hard to take advantage of everything the program offered.
In retrospect, we should have met even more people and made more connections,” she added.

Working around the clock, the Bazaart team completed its product and submitted it to Apple’s
App Store with a week to spare before demo day. “We presented and screened a video depicting the

b These companies’ programs were done in partnership with, and run by, Techstars.
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app’s current and future capabilities, though most of the functions were not yet implemented. Overall,
the app was well received, partly because we had executed and had an app in the App Store, and
partly because people were really intrigued by the video,” Golander said.

Bazaart’s final offering had evolved from the team’s original concept. Instead of Bazaart being a
stand-alone tablet app, users would connect Bazaart to their Pinterest pages. Users then went to their
Pinterest board, imported images into the app, and removed background and other extraneous
images to create outfits. “Pinterest was growing fast and had millions of users,” Golander recalled.
“We wanted to target the same type of people regularly using Pinterest: adult American women
interested in lifestyle activities. We thought we could generate some buzz and ride the wave of
Pinterest’s popularity.”

The app also included a function for users to share their creations with one another within the app
instead of having to post their work to other social media platforms. This was an important feature to
users, who increasingly wanted an option to share their work with like-minded people in the app
instead of always posting it to the broader social media world, and an important feature for Bazaart to
facilitate the app’s virality.

Golander generated news coverage by reaching out to bloggers and reporters from tech-focused
media outlets now that the product had launched. Golander viewed the Pinterest page of a reporter
from the prominent blog “Mashable” and saw that she had numerous fashion photos. Golander
created a collage from them in Bazaart, waited until it was morning in New York City (where the
reporter was based; Golander was in Israel at the time), and tweeted it to her (see Exhibit 3 for an
image). The reporter then retweeted it to her followers (see Exhibit 4 for the Twitter response).
Golander followed up with an e-mail, which resulted in Bazaart’s first article.60 Golander followed
this strategy with other reporters and online fashion personalities, and got Nina Garcia, a judge from
the television show Project Runway and creative director at Marie Claire magazine, to retweet a collage
to over a million of her followers.

Reflecting on the Accelerator Experience

The four cofounders returned to Israel at the end of the program. The team was pleased with
Bazaart’s progress and the accelerator experience. “The real value was the connections we made and
DreamIt Ventures’ large network of partners,” Golander said. “Being in New York City allowed us to
present at fashion industry events, including one at the Israeli Economic Mission. We wouldn’t have
had these opportunities elsewhere. We learned how we worked together as a team, and the accelerator
gave us—as new entrepreneurs—a confidence boost: We realized that we were very good at executing
and that we had all the skills we needed to make our startup succeed with our core team,” Golander
explained. She went on:

However, demo day was not the climax we had expected; we later learned that it was  
just the beginning of our journey. The working conditions were occasionally suboptimal
—the Internet cut out a good bit—so we often worked from home. The mentors were
great but generally lacked mobile product design and startup marketing experience,  
which is where we needed a helping hand at the time.

The team had met with a few venture capital firms (VCs), which in retrospect they believed were
not the right investors to target so early in Bazaart’s development. Golander summarized Bazaart’s
situation in autumn 2012:
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The VCs were happy to come and check us out but not to buy. These were U.S. firms
and they were less inclined to invest in an Israeli company with no long-term U.S.
presence. We returned to Israel with no funding, and soon realized we hadn’t built our
originally planned product. Our euphoria declined somewhat on these realizations, and
on the fact that we’d have to fund our own growth.

She concluded:

I’m not sorry we participated and would do it again. But I would only do it if we had a
product on the market at the time. The startup accelerator model might be more
beneficial to entrepreneurs if it had a requirement such as a minimum standard of
admission.”

Pivoting from Fashion to Photo Editing

As Bazaart’s user base grew, Golander obsessed over how people were using the product, and
viewed countless collages. She noticed that people were making collages for home design, art, and
other lifestyle applications in addition to its intended use for fashion. After some debate, the team
decided to recast Bazaart as a photo-editing tool with a strong social and collaborative component.

This transformation required the team to work on an entirely new version of the app to add the
necessary functionality. They worked on the new product for a full year while Bazaart continued to
largely self-fund its operations. Bazaart had attracted two angel investors—one was a cofounder’s
friend, and the other a small investment fund owned by a private family—that invested a combined
$75,000 to cover operational costs such as hosting fees and rent. The team members each started to
take about $1,000 a month in wages. Bazaart continued to support the first iteration of its app while
quietly building the redesigned version. This allowed the team to communicate with users while fine-
tuning the product and generate interest when the new version launched.

Launch

The new version launched in December 2013. By month’s end, both app iterations had been
downloaded a combined 250,000 times during the company’s lifetime, and 100,000 people used it at
least once a month.61 Golander contacted technology reporters shortly before the launch and let them
try it in the hopes they would then write about it.62 Bazaart’s December launch was covered on 50
different media platforms.63

Bazaart stored everything users uploaded in the cloud via Amazon Web Services. Golander said:

The amount of storage we need depends on the number of images created and,
consequently, on the number of users. However, other cloud-based infrastructure items,
such as web servers and storage in our database, are the real drivers of our expenses.
These are scalable in a nonlinear way but in incremental steps, which means that system
performance decreases in terms of latency with each new user. We’ll ramp up these
services once the response times become unacceptable by adding another server, for
example. This naturally increases the monthly cloud services cost.

Cloud service expenses totaled $500 in April and $900 in May and would escalate as the service
grew.
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Growth Hacking
Without much financial backing, Bazaart had to be creative in marketing and attracting users. The

founders employed a range of “growth hacking” techniques to drive downloads. Growth hacking
was a modern set of marketing techniques that combined the culture and approach of hacking
(finding creative approaches to solving hard problems) with startup marketing tools to drive growth.
“The essential characteristic of a growth hacker is creativity. . . . Traditional marketing channels often
means high cost per acquisition and low lifetime value due to high saturation. In an age of social
users, the right growth strategy with the right product-market fit will lead to massive scale through
viral loops,” noted one observer.64

Localizing the App

One low-cost opportunity for Bazaart to add users was by localizing its app to individual markets.
“Localization of the App Store metadata (name, description, keywords, screenshot text) yielded the
best instant boost in downloads, while localization of the app’s [user interface] makes for a better user
experience and increases engagement,” noted Golander.65 The team knew it would have to look
beyond just the Israeli market in order to grow and had identified the U.S. as a target market. Thus,
Bazaart’s description on Apple’s App Store and its in-app language were all built in English.

Translating this text into other languages would allow Bazaart to stand out from competing
apps—which largely focused on the U.S. market—and attract customers who might not otherwise
have used the app’s English language version. “We believed that translation into multiple languages
would have a big ROI simply because people would be more inclined to download an app in their
native language,” Golander said. “At the time, just 4% of the apps on the Apple App Store had
Russian language translations, for example, so if we could get into that 4%, the chances that a Russian
smartphone user would download our app increased.”

Goferman and Kogan were native Russian speakers and translated the app’s text into Russian in
September 2012. “It cost us exactly $0. The result? Our app caught fire on the Russian App Store and
we hurried to localize the app’s user interface as well.”66 The team relied on family and friends for
translations into Portuguese and Spanish. The company reached out to freelance translators via Fiverr
(a platform where people offered their skills and services for $5) for other languages, and also worked
with an online translation platform that offered professional translations for $100.

The strategy proved successful. By mid-2014, Russian was the most commonly spoken language
among users, followed by English, Spanish, Portuguese, and French. “Using the resources we had at
no or little cost allowed us to quickly grab markets that were less well served,” Golander noted.67 By
the summer of 2014, the company had the description of the app in the App Store translated into 22
languages and the app itself translated into 12 languages at a cost of a few hundred dollars.

It took more than translation to localize Bazaart. Each market differed in terms of social media
platforms used, keywords entered when searching on that country’s Apple App Store, and how
Bazaart could best get its message out. For example, while Bazaart proactively targeted bloggers and
other key influencers in the U.S., it relied on word-of-mouth in Russia. New users joined after seeing
what friends had done with Bazaart via posts on Twitter or Russian social media sites such as
VKontakte. “This revealed the inherent virality of our product,” said Golander.

Bazaart had to support a wide range of photo-sharing platforms. The team found that Pinterest
was not widely used and that 70% of users’ photos came directly from their mobile photo albums.
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Platform popularity varied over time. While Facebook was once the leading sharing destination for  
photos, it had fallen behind platforms such as WhatsApp and Instagram.

App Store Optimization

Most people found an app in one of two ways. The first was to happen upon it while browsing in
the Apple App Store. The team was skeptical that people would find Bazaart this way, since the store
had over 1.2 million apps and a limited number of apps displayed on a mobile device’s screen at any
one time.68 The team doubted that people would dig deep enough into a category to stumble upon
Bazaart. Apps were typically ordered within their relevant category in an opaque process that
considered the number of downloads, how quickly these downloads occurred, and (possibly) user
ratings, according to one marketing firm.69 This made it challenging for new apps to come near the
top of the list.

Optimizing Bazaart’s keywords—similar to search engine optimization—was a better option so
that the app was more likely to pop up when users searched for relevant terms such as fashion or
collage. “You can Google ideas and see what the autocomplete dishes out, ask your friends (also a
great resource for foreign language keywords), research your competitors’ keywords, scan your App
Store reviews for hints, or my favorite—use Twitter,” Golander explained.70

The team also used tools such as AppCodes to see how frequently certain words or phrases were
searched for to identify the right ones to tag Bazaart with.71 This service cost $15 a month.72 The team
also used a tool called Sensor Tower to analyze what keywords similar apps used. The team had to do
this for each language it supported. “If your app is offered on [Apple’s] Russian App Store too, will
the Russian people be looking for ‘Find a vacation’? I seriously doubt it. I would research ‘поиск
поездки’ instead. While it can be a real challenge to optimize your keywords in languages you do not
speak, it can also be quite rewarding, as fewer people bother to do it,” noted Golander.73

Bazaart monitored users’ Twitter feeds to see what words they used in relation to the app to tailor
keywords. For example, one key learning was that people often used the term edit instead of collage, so
the team calibrated the keywords accordingly. Some users created new words or phrases to describe
their work, which were helpful in adding keywords the team might never have considered.

The way these words were selected and structured was critical, as app developers could use no
more than 100 characters.74 Golander shared the following example:

Let’s say for example that your app’s name is Xanadu, and it helps people find
vacations. You brainstorm and come up with two possible app names: “Xanadu—Find a
Great Vacation” and “Xanadu—Your Vacation Starts Here.” Which one’s better?
Tentatively, I lean towards the first because it’s closer to how people search, as in “Find a
vacation,” whereas the latter is more “marketish.” Before I commit, I always check my
assumptions with keyword research tools, otherwise I’m just shooting in the dark.
[AppCodes] informs me that if I choose “find a vacation” I will have to compete with 79
apps for the keywords, including some strong competitors. I have a 52% chance of
making it to the top 16 on iPhone or top [9] on iPad, but the popularity of this search is
unknown. The alternative “vacation starts” will compete with just three more apps and
I’ll have a 93% chance of ranking high on search results, but the combination of an
unknown popularity with a small number [of] apps (little known, with a small number
of downloads) matching this phrase hint[s] that it’s an inferior option.75
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Seeking Leverage from Platform Companies

In addition to its early use of Pinterest, Bazaart tried Facebook to grow its user base. “Find an
existing community that’s right for your startup, or piggyback one, launch into it, and it’ll make for a
great start,” Golander recommended.76 However Facebook was unsuited for this purpose, in part
because of the costs to run advertisements or sponsored content. It did, however, serve as an effective
platform for customer relations and a venue for Bazaart to communicate with users. A cross-
promotion partnership with a photo-editing app called Fotor, which had 9 million downloads and
was particularly popular in Brazil, had proven beneficial to both sides. “This cross-promotion allows
us to gain quality users who are already interested in a photo-editing app, from slightly different
markets, for free. It’s also in line with the user’s experience, as our users get to learn about more apps
that have complementing abilities to Bazaart,” Golander said. The company was active on YouTube,
Google+, Instagram, and other social media and content-sharing platforms.

Bazaart had greater success working with Apple, and it was featured on the App Store in 105
countries in June 2014 as the result of another growth hacking effort. Golander recalled:

In May 2014, we’d decided that the app was in good shape and it was time for us to
get some recognition from Apple. Apple has a special review process for new apps in
which they consider whether to feature the app on the App Store’s main page or within a
specific app collection. After this, it takes a special effort to draw Apple’s attention. We
made a list of the editors responsible for the photo category and those from markets
where we have a strong presence and tried to connect with them via LinkedIn. If they
accepted our invite, we sent them an e-mail explaining our mission to enhance people’s
creativity and asked to be featured or to receive some feedback.

Golander also e-mailed Apple’s central app marketing team. Bazaart heard back from Apple a few
weeks later in an e-mail asking for images and other graphics to use as promotional material; the app
was then featured. Bazaart was downloaded some 250,000 times that month.

The Bazaart team saw this success as an opening for future opportunities. “Once an app has been
featured by Apple, there is a good chance it will feature the app again when the company releases a
major update or a new version,” Goferman explained. “We’re working on Bazaart 3.0 for release
sometime in 2015 and are hoping Apple will feature it again.” The team also hoped that being
featured would move Bazaart up in Apple’s rankings and make it easier for potential users to find the
app when searching for photo-sharing and -editing apps.

Growth Hacks to Promote In-App Engagement

Golander used growth hacking techniques not only to drive people to the app, but to keep users
engaged. “We have to make the in-app experience good or else it won’t matter how many people
we’re able to add,” she said. One question Golander wrestled with was when to ask people to sign up.
Initially, users were allowed to browse Bazaart’s social platform and create images without having to
register for an account; Bazaart only asked users to do so when they wanted to post an image. This led
to relatively few users (roughly 25%) becoming official Bazaart account holders. The founders decided
to improve this metric by asking people to create an account immediately upon opening the app for
the first time. “This was a big decision,” Golander recalled. “Some of us felt that it was important for
people to play around with the app and see its value. Others felt it was more important to get them to
become members right away.”
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The team designed a brief video highlighting the app’s functionality that played when users were
asked to sign up, in lieu of letting them try out the app first. The decision proved fruitful as
conversion rates from download to sign-up jumped to 70% from 25%. Similarly, the team reviewed
the way users could post their images. While users were able to post their creations anywhere they
chose, they first had to post it via Bazaart’s social platform. The team came to believe that some users
were not interested in participating in this internal network and decided to allow people to
immediately post images to any destination. The number of daily active users (DAUs) soon doubled.
“We had thought that the social component was necessary for people to use Bazaart, but we found
that many users saw it as a photo-editing tool and were not interested in it as a social media
platform,” Golander noted.

Golander also wanted to find the optimal way to get customers to rate and review Bazaart on the
App Store. This was important both to encourage potential users to download the app and to possibly
help Bazaart’s chances of appearing more often when users searched in the App Store. “It’s difficult to
know when’s the right time to ‘pop the question’ and ask people to review the app,” Golander said.
Bazaart was receiving roughly 50 reviews a week across its different country versions when the team
started thinking about how to optimize the review process. “We decided that the perfect moment was
right after a user shared an image they’d created,” Golander explained. “They’ve just completed their
task, so a screen pops up asking if they are happy with the app. If not, it pulls up a feedback form for
them to tell us what’s wrong. But if they are happy, it asks them to go rate it in the App Store.” The
number of reviews soon increased to 150 per week.

Not all growth hacking attempts were successful. In the Russian App Store, the team tested a
practice known as “keyword stuffing,” where developers tried to fit as many words as possible within
the allotted space for an app’s name to help it pop up more frequently in users’ searches (e.g.,
“Bazaart: a photo editing app to share photos to Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp . . . ,” etc.). The team
was not particularly interested in this, as it made the name too complex, but decided to try it out. The
name change had no significant impact on downloads, and the team ultimately decided to revert to
the simpler name. Furthermore, Apple’s editors were trying to limit this practice, and when Golander
attempted to tweak the longer name, it was rejected by the App Store.

Bazaart in June 2014
Bazaart’s user base grew steadily through 2014. The app had been downloaded 500,000 times by

March and 800,000 times by May.77 The company hit 1 million downloads in June (see Exhibit 5 for
number of downloads, August 2013–July 2014). Of those who downloaded the app, 52% were still
using it after the first day; 45% after the first week; 35% after the first month; and 15% three months
out. Bazaart had 180,000 MAUs and 25,000 DAUs. Users spent an average of 74 minutes a month in
the app.

The app attracted people from around the world; 35% of users were Russian; 22% American; 10%
Brazilian; 9% Mexican; 5% French; and the remainder were scattered across other markets. Women
accounted for the vast majority of users (78%), and most users (41%) were younger than 18 years old.
Another 25% were between the ages of 18 and 24, with 34% 25 years old or older. The app was only
available on Apple iOS devices, and 80% of people accessed the app via an iPhone. The team planned
to develop an app for the Android operating system.

Bazaart’s strategy was to first focus its attention on its “creative core users,” equal to roughly 10%
of its user base, who would in turn generate the content—images, text, digital stickers, etc.—that could
be reused by others. People had control over whether any photos they publicly posted on
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Bazaart could be reused, and most were comfortable with their content being reused. People could
privately share their work so only they could see it, share it with other Bazaart users, or upload it to
other platforms such as Instagram if the user chose to do so. “The private sharing option is useful for
things like family photos,” Golander noted. “Currently we have a 30% private/70% public image-
sharing split, which we think is sustainable.”

All four founders were still with the company. Goferman was the CEO and managed product
design and the app’s core technology such as its algorithms. Kogan handled financial accounting and
the back-end software. Yaffe did Bazaart’s app front- and back-end development. Golander handled
most other functions, including business development, customer analytics, customer relationship
management, marketing, and public relations.

Scaling to the Next Level

Most app developers focused on driving adoption and getting a very large user base, as this
demonstrated the product’s reach and made it an attractive investment opportunity or acquisition
target. Typically, for most apps, monetization efforts tied to advertising could be subsequently
implemented at scale. Facebook, one of the world’s largest social media platforms, had 1.3 billion
MAUs in April 2014, and over 1 billion of these people also accessed Facebook via a mobile device,
including through the Facebook app.78 Well over $2.3 billion of the nearly $2.6 billion in revenue that
Facebook made in the fourth quarter of 2013 came from advertising.79

Other companies that operated solely via apps also had large user bases. The photo-sharing app
Instagram had 200 million MAUs, and the messaging app WhatsApp had 500 million MAUs.80 Both
companies translated their strong user communities into financial success when they were acquired
by Facebook. Instagram was acquired for $1 billion in 2012 when it had roughly 30 million users, and
WhatsApp was acquired for $19 billion in 2014 when it had 450 million users.81

Securing Funding and Potential Sources of Revenue
The Bazaart team started the process of raising funds. Golander compiled a list of hundreds of

potential Israeli angel and institutional investors and had spoken with many of them, although none
had yet led to an investment. “The monetization potential of mobile apps is still a big question,”
Golander noted of Bazaart’s difficulty securing funding. “In addition, tech investors in Israel are
traditionally focused and specialized in infrastructure and business-to-business [B2B], while business-
to-consumer [B2C] investments are fewer and more recent. While Waze [acquired by Google] and
Wix [via an initial public offering] may mark the path for more future B2C successes in Israel, they are
still outliers in the Israeli startup scene.”

Goferman was cautious not to focus too much on monetizing the app just yet. “This technology
has tremendous market potential, and we’ll get there by focusing right now on adding more users, not
monetization,” he said. Others on the team disagreed and felt monetization was a more urgent focus.
To that end, the team examined ways it could ultimately position itself to earn revenue.

In-app purchases One option was to introduce digital stickers, fonts, filters, backgrounds, and
new editing tools for purchase. Most of these goods would be inexpensive, with an individual sticker
or background costing just $0.99 or $2.99 each. This was a model other companies had successfully
implemented: the two highest-grossing apps for the iPhone as of early 2013 were both games with in-
app purchases and had an average revenue per download of $4.66 (Clash of Clans) and $1.14 (Candy
Crush Saga).82 “In-app purchases generated only 53% of revenue in the Apple App Store for [the]
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iPhone in January 2012 in the U.S., but generated a record 76% in February 2013 clearly demonstrating
the success of this monetization method,” one industry professional remarked.83 These virtual goods
could be created by the team, users, or third-party developers. The team believed that this model
would allow Bazaart to reach $10 million in revenue within three years.

Subscription Another option was to run a subscription service for users interested in a premium
version of the app. Up to 2% of the app’s users were classified as “addicts,” and some expressed
interest in features such as better-quality image resolution. The team believed that Bazaart could
charge as much as $4.99 per month by giving customers access to unlimited storage and image search
capabilities, higher-definition images, and free access to a library of in-app purchases. The standard
version of the app would still be available for free to users interested in basic features. The team
believed this model could get Bazaart to $10 million in revenue within three years.

The streaming-music service Pandora offered an example of how this could work. Users
downloaded Pandora’s app for free or accessed it via the Internet to listen to streaming music, and
Pandora ran advertisements at intervals between songs.84 For $4.99 a month, users could move to
Pandora One for premium features.85 Of Pandora’s 75 million users, 3.3 million had Pandora One.86

Native advertisements The team also considered a third option: native advertisements.c Bazaart
would work with advertisers to introduce promoted posts, creative contests, and sponsored artwork.
“If we partnered with Coca-Cola on a creative contest, they would distribute images for our users to
incorporate into a collage, with the hope that it would spread rapidly via social media,” Golander
remarked. This could be the most lucrative option; one advisory firm expected companies to spend
$3.4 billion for native advertisements on social media platforms alone in 2015.87 Bazaart’s team
believed that native advertisements could bring in $50 million in revenue within five years.

Toward 10 Million Downloads
As the four founders discussed how to grow the company, they were optimistic about the future.

“We believe there is a market; we just need more scale and to convince investors,” Goferman said. If it
secured significant investments, the team projected that its app would achieve nearly 10 million
downloads by early 2015 and have 3 million MAUs and 1 million DAUs. Growth hacking had taken
Bazaart this far, but would it enable Bazaart to achieve 10 million downloads? Going after specific or
niche markets required a more nuanced customer acquisition approach, which could require
spending more on traditional digital marketing if the team elected to pursue specific types of users.

There were firms such as Tapjoy, Fiksu, and mobile advertising networks such as Millennium
Media and MoPub (acquired by Twitter in late 2013) that helped apps grow their user base through
targeted marketing and advertising strategies, but Bazaart was not yet ready to pay for new users.88

“For now, our customer lifetime value is zero because Bazaart is free. It’s not worthwhile for us to do
paid customer acquisition because we’d make no revenue from these new users,” Golander explained.
Bazaart had tested mobile installation advertisements on Facebook in select markets (where an
“Install Now” call to action was embedded in the Facebook advertisement)—India, Brazil,

c Native advertising was described by one professional as “a sub-set of the catch-all content marketing, meaning the practice of
using content to build trust and engagement with would-be customers. Native advertising can be a promoted tweet on Twitter,
[or a] suggested post on Facebook [. . .] but more commonly it is about how brands now work with online publications to reach
people.” (Tony Hallett, “What is Native Advertising Anyway?” The Guardian, http://www.theguardian.com/media- network-
outbrain-partner-zone/native-advertising-quality-scalability, accessed July 2014.)
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and other Latin American nations—in December 2013 with an average cost per installation (CPI) of
$0.05. These efforts cost a few hundred dollars and resulted in 10,000 downloads.

The team also thought about what modifications to make to take Bazaart to the next level of
growth. There were a number of apps on the market that performed similar functions; how would it
distinguish itself? The mobile app sector was competitive, and few rose to the top and stayed there.
How could Bazaart ensure that it had staying power? Creating an Android version would allow it to
reach new users but required new developers. The team could grow to include another developer and
a small in-house team to create virtual goods if they decided to pursue the in-app purchase model.

The company needed capital to scale. It was proving hard to find investors; should the team
develop paid features now, ahead of schedule, to self-fund growth? Should they consider moving to
the U.S. to be closer to sources of capital as well as potential partners and acquirers, or would they be
able to raise seed capital from Israeli VCs and angels? Any expansion required that the founding team
first address Bazaart’s capital needs and determine what they wanted the company to be.

Mikha
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Exhibit 1 Images Created through Bazaart

Source: Company documents.
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Exhibit 2 Bazaart’s DreamIt Ventures’ Application

Project Name: Bazaart

Primary Contact Name: Stas Goferman

URL (if you have one): http://www.bazaart.me

Where are you located: Israel

What are you creating: Bazaart is a personalized fashion catalog for the iPad. Bazaart leverages
patented technology in the field of automatic collage creation to present the user with a daily unique
personalized fashion catalog.

How many founders does the Project have: Four

Briefly tell us about each of the founders:

Stas Goferman - I love art, science and design and I’m good at product execution
to the tiniest details. I have practical experience in modern front-end web
developing, [user interface (UI)] and [user experience (UX)]. I have served for 10
years in a top technological unit in Israeli Intelligence (four times distinguished
officer). I have a M.Sc with Honors in Computer Vision from Technion (three papers
published) and a registered patent (U.S.) on automatic collage creation techniques.

Dror Yaffe – I love coding and I’m good at it. My expertise is in everything that’s
web, including Flash/Flex, Silverlight, iOS, HTML5, js. I also have a soft spot for the
.net framework. During my military service, I created a Flash based tool to compose
music online together with friends. I developed the tool as a hobby. After I saw its
initial success I signed up to the Israeli Biztech, European Seedcamp and Microsoft’s
Imagine Cup competitions. I ended up winning the second place in the Israeli finals
of Microsoft’s Imagine Cup competition, as well as [being] a finalist in both Biztech
and mini Seedcamp Tel Aviv.

Uri Kogan - I started writing code at the age of 10 and turned into [a] self-
educated hacker by the age of 18. Studied at the Israeli Technion and graduated in
2005 with B.Sc. in Computer Engineering. In addition, I have a MBA degree from
Haifa University (graduated 2010). My experience in the industry consists of a number
of positions at Motorola, Given Imaging, Spetrotec, and more. The positions included
software development and project management.

What's new about your Project or the problem you are solving? What do people currently
use/do? For years, millions of shoppers have browsed print catalogs. People love them, as they create
a scene, tell a story and ignite [the] imagination. This is especially true in the field of fashion, which
composes a total of 25% of the print catalog industry.

http://www.bazaart.me/
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Exhibit 2 (continued)

With the wide adoption of the iPad and other tablets, shoppers can now flip through digital
catalogs as they would with printed ones. There are several successful players in this field including
Google Catalogs, Catalog Spree, Catalogue and Coffee Table. However, abundance comes with a cost.
Both printed and digital fashion catalogs push increasing amounts of fashion content, all trying to
compete for shoppers’ attention. This makes it impossible to discover hidden content that matches
shoppers’ taste in fashion more accurately. And why is expressing individuality in fashion important?
Because by following mainstream fashion, people’s psychological need for social adaptation is
satisfied, and at the same time, through the subtleties of personal taste, their need for self-
differentiation is satisfied.

This is where Bazaart steps in. For each user, Bazaart creates a unique fashion catalog, catering to
her individual taste. Bazaart catalogs are automatically compiled on a daily basis, using our patented
technology. We provide a sensational interactive touch-based user interface, which lures the user into
taking an active part in the catalog experience. Based on the information gathered from this
interaction, we can go beyond manual customization and make use of rating formulas to provide a
personalized catalog experience.

Target market: Women aged 18-40, happy iPad owners.

How long have you been working on this project: We’ve been thinking and fine-tuning our idea
for the last few months while working on our previous product. We’ve been actively working on the
idea for about one month now, full time.

How far have you gotten? We’ve drafted a business plan and created a mockup, while forming a
strong team including our newly acquired fashion expert.

Have you established an entity for your company? If so, in what country? No

Has your venture received any outside investment? If so, how much and from whom? No

How do you expect to make money from this project? The main source of revenue of our
application is affiliate programs with retailers and brands.

Who do you expect the competitors to be? How will you be different?

Indirect competition:

Fashion discovery: Polyvore, Pinterest, LOOKBOOK.nu, kaleidoscope, Pose  

Fashion e-commerce: ShopStyle.com, asos.com, 360buy.com

Direct competition:

Traditional print catalogs: Used by many fashion companies

Digital catalogs for iPads: Google Catalogs, Catalog Spree, Catalogue, Coffee Table  

Special top line application built for specific brands: Gucci’s application, for example
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Exhibit 2 (continued)

The online fashion e-commerce industry is huge and growing fast. Each of the competitors is
trying to grab shoppers’ attention. In this large industry the niche of personalized catalogs has no
single market leader. We believe we’ve discovered our “blue ocean.” Since all fashion discovery
platforms (including catalogs and websites) push increasing amounts of fashion content, it makes it
increasingly hard to discover hidden content that matches shoppers individual taste in fashion.
Bazaart catalogs are compiled automatically every day, different catalog for each shopper. Bazaart
leverages our patented technology in automatic fashion collages creation which are both personalized
and pleasingly aesthetic.

How will you acquire your customers? What is your sales and marketing strategy?

We divide our efforts into three different, yet parallel, processes:

1. Building our MVP

The [minimum viable product (MVP)] is an iPad application that showcases fashion items of a
single retailer using beautiful interactive collages. Users will be able to play with, re-design, and share
collages, while experiencing the entire collection.

We plan to cooperate with a well-known retailer (either directly or through their PR), offering
them the application for free as an advertising campaign. We have already established initial
connections with fashion retailers.

2. Market Reach

We have identified our power user target audience—a group of people who are passionate about
fashion. These people are fashion bloggers and prominent Polyvore users.

3. Buying Traffic

The classic model—we’ve already started advertising the application.

You may upload up to two files to tell us more about the project (or if you have a hosted video
or presentation you can provide the URL instead).

How long have the founders known each other? Have you worked together on a project in the
past? If so, which one?

We’ve been working together for a while. Stas and Uri have been good friends for 15 years. We
started working together two years ago on web applications, as a hobby. Stas and Dror worked
together on few enterprise software projects in the military. We founded the team in June 2011, and
we’ve been working on several ventures, while searching for the right idea.

We started from developing a social music application for Facebook, which was used by most
Israeli major radio stations. We landed our first customer (107.5FM radio station) within one week
from the release of the prototype.

Later, we pivoted to a new direction. We created a social video discovery and publishing platform
for Facebook, called Kululu. We reached 100,000 monthly unique users within three months, after
only three weeks of product development, and we’re still growing.
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Exhibit 2 (continued)

Beforehand, we participated in the HTML5 international competition held by Microsoft and won
1st place in the Music Category. See a working sample at http://bit.ly/xA0p63, and some Israeli press
coverage at http://www.newsgeek.co.il/israeli-team-wins-microsoft-html5-challange.

It took us one week to build the application while learning HTML5 from scratch.

We were also judges in an Israeli html5 national competition held by Microsoft
(http://www.microsoft.com/israel/html5/)

Working relationship: Why are you a great team? Why are you going to win?

Great team: We are an outstanding team with proven experience of working together, being
friends and supporting each other in tough times. We have several successful projects on record,
including a Facebook application that just reached its 100,000th unique monthly active user, and
winning first prize at the Microsoft’s HTML5 competition. We love what we do, and this is one of the
most enjoyable periods in our lives.

We adapt fast, acknowledge our weakness and are able to fill in these gaps. We
have recently been joined by Gili, a most talented fashion expert with a deep
understanding of the fashion field and a strong UX background. Gili is a fashion
editor, journalist and blogger, with a Msc. in Human Factors Engineering, specializing
in fashion and trends.

As a team we have already [been] through a long odyssey. We’ve been working together for nine
months, pivoting between ideas until we finally landed on the right one. Throughout the entire time
we fully bootstrapped ourselves, believing in our team’s abilities. We see our first nine months as a
“pregnancy” training stage for us as a team, in which we learned how to divide the work and forged
our mutual trust.

Please share one or more experiences of how the founders “know that you are entrepreneurs”:

Stas: I’ve been producing wedding surprise productions (including video clips, flash mob dances
and other different weird activities) for all my friends that got married for many years. In my last two
years in the military (out of 10), I established an intrapreneurship program where I’ve led about 10
tech ventures (from which about three were a great success including a microblogging platform
embedded in SharePoint & Outlook). My research in Computer Vision (M.Sc) in Electrical
Engineering Faculty was related to art (collages). I’m a creative mind that thinks and looks at things
differently.

Dror: Since I remember myself I’ve always loved inventing cool stuff and getting people to use my
inventions. It first started with a board game I created at age eight, which was a combination of the
games diplomacy and Stratego. It was a hard task persuading my friends to play it, as usually they
would complain that I made up the rules as the game went along (I still have the game at home,
including the disproportional world map I drew). Believing that it was the best game ever, I met with
an Israeli board game company (e.g. kodkod) that kindly rejected my idea.

http://bit.ly/xA0p63
http://www.newsgeek.co.il/israeli-team-wins-microsoft-html5-challange/
http://www.microsoft.com/israel/html5/
http://kodkod.co.il/
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Since then I discovered the beauty of programing. I was a programmer in the army. During my
military service I lead the development of several projects in my free time. These projects included
Jamamate (a social network for musicians to collaborate on music creation together) and Surprizeme
(a group gifting Facebook application). I [led] the development together with several high school
friends. We competed in entrepreneurship competitions (biztech, Microsoft image cup, mini
seedbacmp).

After my military service I started freelancing, offering consultant services for web development
and built several Facebook applications. My clients included fashion companies (Afrodia, Golf,
Intima, Ronen Chen etc.), Israeli King David Museum, Tel Aviv municipality and more. I decided to
postpone my studies in order to pursue my dream and found my own startup.

Uri: I love the feeling of making the world a better place by creating new things. I started
programming [at a] young age and fell in love with the process. I am driven and obsessed about what
I do and have proven to myself that I am able to do this. As for testing the waters, I created and
participated in a number of open source projects and enjoyed [taking] freelance jobs at nights. Right
now I am living my dream and absolutely loving it.

What will your roles be in the new company?

Stas - CEO, UI, and UX

Dror - Sales/marketing & development (frontend)  

Uri - Development & system (backend)

Are any of the functions/roles in your company outsourced? Our fashion expert Gili is a fashion  
editor, journalist, blogger and stylist with a strong technological and UX background. She earned a
B.A. in Computer Science and Management from Tel-Aviv University and a M.Sc. in Human Factors  
Engineering from Ben-Gurion University, specializing in fashion and trends (three papers published).

Are you missing any critical skills or roles on your team? None. Nevertheless, since we are first-
time entrepreneurs, we do lack some mentoring and experienced guidance.

Eligibility is limited to those residing in Israel and holding citizenship or residence. Do you  
and all members of your team meet this eligibility requirement? We are Israeli citizens.

Are any of your team members currently employed? Please note that the DreamIt program is
full-time which does mean all team members must quit all jobs and/or consulting projects and not
enroll in classes at school in advance of the program start date: No, we are fully committed to the
start-up (and its success).

There will be three months of the program held in New York City. Companies which are part of
the program are required to be there to take advantage of everything the Accelerator has to offer.
Do you or any members of your team have any limitations with respect to spending three months
in the U.S.? (May/12- Aug/12): No

For each team member, list the countries in which he/she has citizenship:

Dror: Israel, Australia  

Stas: Israel
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Uri: Israel

Have any of your team members ever lived outside of Israel? Have any ever lived in the U.S.?

Stas: Moldova  

Uri: Russia  

Dror: No

For each team member, list their level of proficiency in English:

Dror: Fluent  

Stas: Fluent

Uri: Fluent

For each team member, list whether he/she currently has a visa to the U.S. or a Passport.  

Dror: Additionally to my Israeli passport I hold an Australian Citizenship & Passport.

Stas: I have a valid U.S. Visa.

Uri: I have a valid U.S. Visa.

What are the main reasons you are applying for this program? We are first time startupeers. We
are aware that as first timers there are many things we [have] yet to learn. We know that by joining
DreamIt’s team we’ll be part of a community of motivated startups and enjoy the guidance of
experienced mentors. As Israelis and Zionists we are proud to be part of a venture starting in Israel.

Is there anything else you'd like us to know about you, the project, or why you think this will
be successful? We are an exceptional team as we are exceptional individuals. Our willpower,
persistence and aspiration are extraordinary. We work strenuously, ready to make any commitment
and move anywhere if necessary. We have a long list of achievements, including:

• Kululu application—100,000 users in three months after three weeks development

• Winning first place in [a] Microsoft HTML5 competition

• Previously winning several entrepreneurship competitions with different projects

• Six academic papers (Stas and Gili) and deep research in art, fashion and technology

• We have a registered U.S. patent for automatic collage creation

• We are great friends! We’ve seen ups and downs and nothing breaks us

• And last but not least—We love Israel

How did you hear about DreamIt? From an article published in http://www.newsgeek.co.il

Source: Company documents.
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Exhibit 3 Golander’s Collage

Source: Company documents.

Exhibit 4 The Twitter Response to Golander’s Collage

Source: Company documents.
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Exhibit 5 Number of Downloads, August 2013 through July 2014

Source: Company documents.
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